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About This Game

Planetbound is a 2D Arcade Rotatory Shootemup in which you die in one hit
in which you have to defend your planet which is being attacked by beings of other planets.
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 Shoot!!

To kill enemies

Stops XP atracction to you

Feels really crunchy

 Slash!!

To deflect projectiles

To deal masive damage

 Kill!!

XP Orbs apear

More XP will apear if you kill an enemy with certain criteria

 Collect!!

To upgrade planet parts

 Upgrade!!

Rock planet parts to improve your weapon  (increasing range, shooting lasers, more projectiles.etc) 

Tree planet parts to  create an atmosphere (Basicaly a shield for the entire planet) and increase your speed 
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Title: Planetbound
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
T_T Games
Publisher:
T_T Games
Release Date: 26 Jun, 2017
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planetbound

Software refuses to activate after upgrading multiple times to new PCs. False advertising by a scummy developer. Do not buy!.
Masterpiece, Must have.. Actually a pretty solid puzzle game. It can be a bit tricky at first, but you eventually learn some tricks
to maneuvering around levels efficiently. Time trial achievements can be intimidating at first, but you'll learn that you actually
have plenty of time to work with.. decent game, but has a nice soundtrack. but only buy it if its on sale tho. It's fun but I hate
puzzle games. Getting stuck on a map or two for a few hours burns me out. I'm not sure why I keep downloading trial and error
puzzle games. At least the game is well made so I don't mind supporting the dev team.
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This game is possibly the most innocent thing ever created. The akward clay-like figures glisten in the rain, and all leave me
smiling at any new phrase they say. Speaking of said phrases, they change (along with the color scheme and effects) to fit your
local weather. This gives you a sort of goal to hear everything possible out of the dorks that surround you by starting up the
game whenever for 15 minutes or so.

Final statement: the cold never boggled me anyway

. awesome dungeon played game. Cool flying game has pretty artwork and music. Kind of relaxing. Story is interesting.
Handling feels kinda slow and sluggish tho. Get to hire crew members and upgrade ships and stuff. Bonus missions on 60+ min
cooldowns is annoying, not a deal breaker, tho. I enjoyed my time with the game.

Yes I would recommend this game.. I played it. It wasnt memorable enough for a more detailed review. I feel that i had fun
playing it though. Maybe.. Fantastic gameplay and wonderful experience. The story is great and completely immerses you in the
gameplay.. Got a coupon after making a badge. 50% off why not? Needless to say, I got a refund for $1.50. The game needs a
huge amount of bugfixing, UI improvements, hitbox fixes, physics engine tweaks, or maybe just a lot more attention. I do look
forward to seeing what may change.

 I might update in the future after early access but at this point in time, in my opinion it's not worth it as it is right now.
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